
THE MEDICINE OF LIFE
ADVENTURE CLUB
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Life isn't about accumulation... its about accomplishment... 

The Balls Deep Living Adventure Club takes medicine out of the clinic and into in the field where the 
quality of one’s health meets the utilization of one’s desire. The total of one’s self is comprised of three 
systems that share an equal value in how a person ages. Physicality, mentality, and emotionality all 
factor in on the quality of life experienced on one’s journey through the human condition. The BDLAC 
ensures that its members receive treatment of all three of these facets with unique real world 
assimilation and application of newly acquired skills.

Diversification is the practice of distributing your assets to different areas of investment so that your 
exposure to any one type of asset is limited. BDLAC takes this theory and applies it to your most 
important asset... yourself. With all of your diagnostic testing and treatment programs included in the 
membership, the BDLAC strengthens every part of what makes you dynamic. 

Quarterly “Field Trips” will commence introducing each member to one of this world’s most amazing 
places to experience something spectacular. The adventures themselves provide each member a chance 
to forge a memory they will never forget along with teaching a skill that advances who they are. These are 
the kind of trips that make you legendary. From great white shark diving to learning how to drive and 
shoot like James Bond, these “Field Trips” will change how you view the world, and how the world views 
you.  

The Club will meet four times a year at which time our members receive their “Balls Deep Adventure 
Box” containing various items used in the following month’s course work. Our memberships also include 
discounted pricing on all other advanced Lifestyle Medicine and Plasticity products and services which 
varies with the type of membership selected. We are looking to create a community of like-minded 
individuals who are focused on augmenting themselves, and most importantly, the world around them 
by looking outside the box of normality and into the vastness of possibility. 

The Evolution of Adventure
What Are You Waiting For???

Diversify Your Life
Then Grow
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My Way

The Balls Deep Living Adventure Club is about bringing extraordinary people into 
extraordinary situations and watching them flourish. From meeting like-minded 
members to accomplishing tasks and experiences most often only dreamed about, 
these excursions will be life-defining!

Starting with each member’s unique biochemistry, we “biohack” their system 
helping to normalize and augment nutritional status and hormonal balance. The 
cognitive behavioral therapy that is prescribed is one of a kind and gives each 
member an avenue and vision to grow. The Balls Deep Living Field Trips are 
excursions where each member utilizes the treatment therapies in once-in-a-
lifetime situations. 

Simply put... this is about making you indestructible in the game of life... 

~Dr. Ivan Rusilko
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Balls Deep 

2022/23 Field Trips 
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Full Member 
Whats Included

- (1) Year Membership 

- (4) Field Trip Excursions

- (4) Adventure Boxes

- Quarterly Diagnostic Testing 

- (12) Month Medical Program Including Peptides, Supplements and 
Medications Customized to Diagnostic Results

- (40%) Discount on all Lifestyle Medicine and Plasticity Advanced 
Programs

- Quarterly Social Meetings 

- First Dibs on All trips 

- (5) Total Spots

Our Full Members will find a sense of adventure they never knew 
existed that will work to repair, regenerate, and revitalize their 

lifestyle as a whole. This club will be the purest form of treatment 
based medicine, and the only of its kind, that incorporates one’s 

physicality into an emotionally indestructible self.

Life’s an experience not a condition... so enjoy the fuck out of it!

$150,000
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Junior Member 
Whats Included

- (3) Month Membership 

- (1) Field Trip Excursion 

- (1) Adventure Boxes

-  Full Diagnostic Testing Panel 

- (3) Month Medical Program Including Peptides, Supplements and 
Medications Customized to Diagnostic Results

- (3) Month 25% Discount on all Lifestyle Medicine and Plasticity 
Advanced Programs

- Quarterly social meetings 

- Based on Availability 

Our Junior Members will find an experience that amplifies their 
vibration to the next level. This membership is for those who are 

looking to jumpstart their life’s heartbeat and find that energy about 
life they may be missing.  

Dominica: Extreme Research

- $40,000/pp

- $15,000/bring a companion 

Northern Florida: Fast & Furious

- $35,000/pp

- $15,000/bring a companion 

Arctic Extravaganza

- $45,000/pp

Surprise

- $40,000/pp

- $15,000/bring a companion 
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Solo Expeditions 
Dominica: Extreme Research

- $30,000/pp

- $15,000/bring a companion

Arctic: Extravaganza

- $35,000/pp

Northern Florida: Island: Fast & Furious

- $30,000/pp

- $15,000/bring a companion

Surprise: You Wont Regret It

- $30,000/pp

- $15,000/bring a companion

All Four Trips

- $111,111/pp

- $14,000 in savings

Solo Expeditions are for those who are purely focused on the emotional aspects of their health. 
Though these programs do not include monthly medical programs they still include the 

enlightenment treatment making them extraordinarily impactful. 

Solo Trips Based on Availability 
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Whats Included

- (1) Uncharted Field Trip with Dr. Rusilko and staff to accomplish something few 
human beings ever have in the most spectacular of ways s

- (4) Field Trip Excursions

- (4) Adventure Boxes & (1) Cousteau Style Gift

- Quarterly Diagnostic Testing 

- (12) Month Medical Program Including Peptides, Supplements and Medications 
Customized to Diagnostic Results

- (50%) Discount on all Lifestyle Medicine, The BDL Academy and Plasticity 
Advanced Programs

- Quarterly social meetings 

- 1 Member/ Year

“The Cousteau Member” will have the most immersive year long treatment program  
that will be pinnacled by an Uncharted Field Trip. This Field Trip will be a life 

defining moment where the adventurer will accomplish something few humans have 
ever seen let alone attempted. The growth they will achieve during this time will 

evolve who they are into what they were meant to be.” 

~Dr. Ivan Rusilko

$250,000

Cousteau Membership 
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Dominica: Extreme Research



“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, ligula 
suspendisse nulla pretium, rhoncus 

tempor placerat fermentum.”
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• Swim with Moby Dick, dance between 
oceans, and taste a waterfall in the land of 
rainbows

• Take part in a research expedition to 
contribute to sperm whale conservation

• Swim along side sperm whales collecting one 
of a kind images 

• Experience extreme canyoneering in one of 
the most intense canyons in the world

• Rappel down a 243ft waterfall 

BDL : DOMINICA EXTREME

Goal

Objectives
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This excursion adds a bit of conservation to the adventure scene in one of the last untouched 
islands in the Caribbean, Dominca, not too be confused with the Dominican Republic. Dominica is 
located in the Caribbean between the French island nations of Guadeloupe and Martinique. It is 
nicknamed "The Nature Island" due to its dense forests, stunning waterfalls, intense rainbows and 
strikingly high mountainous terrain. It is home to over 170 bird species and around 1000 different 
types of flowering plants that are scattered throughout its mostly undeveloped landscape. 

The most unique thing about this island is its resident population of sperm whale family groups 
that can be found a few miles offshore. These family groups contain calves, juveniles, and mothers 
with large males being found at certain times of the year. The BDL adventurers will be some of the 
few who have ever had the privilege of swimming in these crystal clear waters alongside these 
whales as they nurse, interact, and eventually dive to over 3,000 feet looking for squid. This is a 
research expedition with the chance of being published in National Geographic if the right image 
or story is captured. Top that off with the potential of finding a new whale and getting to name it!

Taking the expedition out of the sea and into the mountains, we will also traverse one of the most 
spectacular gorges on this planet, the Green Canyon. Each participant will learn from experts to 
rappel down numerous rock cliffs and swim though pristine water along the base of a river that 
flows between the gorge. It is such a spectacular site that it was even part of the “Pirates of the 
Caribbean” movies. The journey ends in one final challenge, rappelling down a 244ft waterfall... 
yes we are challenging your sense of adventure in an extreme way with this one. 

Whats Included

From the second you touch down in Dominica, everything is taken care of from your 
transportation and lodging to your 5 star dining and equipment. 

Each Adventurer Will Receive:

 • Customized Wet Suit and Welcome Package with Numerous Inclusions 

 • GoPro 10/Gopro Max with Accessories 

 • Video Package of Their Experiences Shot by Professionals 

 • Personal Consultation with Dr. Rusilko and Surprise Speaker (TBA)

 • Two Enlightenment Experience for those Who Qualify 

Dominica Extreme Research: TBD
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Conservation at its Finest 

In January of 2022 Dr. Rusilko had the privilege of not only swimming with these 
gentle giants but also identifying AND naming a new sperm whale calf. He decided to 
call him “Rusilko” as a homage to his father and their family name.

Since then he has set up a fund with Shark Team One that will provide a monetary 
allotment for the best picture taking of this newly named whale to help propagate 
their efforts in sperm whale conservation. 

Every BDL adventurer will have the opportunity to do the same on their voyages if 
they are lucky enough to discover a new animal that hasn't previously been 
documented.  
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Dates
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• Jan. 2023

• Junior Member / $40,000

• Full Member & Cousteau / Included

• Add on Guest $15,000

• Solo Trip / $30,000

Cost

Dates

• 5 Spots 

Spots

BALLS DEEP LIVING : EXTREME RESEARCH
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Arctic Extravaganza
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• Witness the Coldest Migration on Earth in 
the most luxurious of ways

• Swim with belugas and the unicorns of the 
sea, narwhales

• Glamp at the edge of the world 

• Immerse yourself in the culture of the Inuit 
people

• Photograph things no one has ever seen.. 

• Study the worlds largest land carnivore, the 
polar bear, in its natural habitat

BDL : ARCTIC EXTRAVAGANZA 

Goal

Objectives
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Venture to the land of the never ending sun for a safari like no other. This BDL Field Trip takes us 
to the top of the world inside the arctic circle on Baffin Islands ice flow edge where polar bears 
hunt, belugas swim and narwhales migrate.

We will be leading a luxury citizen science expedition combining endangered species conservation, 
photography, filmmaking, adrenaline adventure and cultural aspects of the Arctic region. This trip 
will have snorkeling with narwhal and beluga whales, polar bear viewing, ice kayaking and 
snowmobiling/sledding, cultural excursions, hiking to witness 70 species of migrating birds, and 
the possibility to join the Inuit people on a traditional hunt. There is also the chance to see walrus, 
seal, bowhead whales and a number of arctic land mammals. We'll be camping on an arctic beach 
and head to different areas of the floe edge, aka the "line of life", each day to witness one of the 
most amazing migrations on Earth as narwhal, beluga and bowhead whales swim through a 
narrow passage in the Lancaster Sound area near Baffin Island! Five star dining and wine parings 
will ensure that the feel of luxury is apparent even in one of the most desolate places on earth. 

On this once in a lifetime experience, you will see, study and photograph one of the most amazing 
migrations in the world with a chance to identify and name an animal of your choice. The BDL 
Adventure Club has secured (2) spots for this extremely rare and highly adventurous opportunity 
that takes place during the best time frame possible to see wildlife. What more could one ask for 
than to do something few have ever done and to help save endangered species and ocean 
ecosystems along the way! 

Whats Included

From the second you touch down in Ottawa everything is taken care of from your transportation 
and lodging to your 5 star dining and equipment. 

Each Adventurer Will Receive:

- GoPro 10 / Accessories with a Professional Photography & Videography Workshop

- Welcome package with numerous inclusions 

- Video Package of Their Experience Shot by Professionals 

- Daily Lifestyle Programing with Dr. Rusilko

- 5 Star Chef Prepared Food and Alcohol Parings 

- Two Enlightenment Experiences for those Who Qualify 
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Dates
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• May 23-30 2023

Cost

Dates

• 1 Spot

Spots

BDL : ARCTIC EXTRAVAGANZA 

• Junior Member / $45,000

• Full Member & Cousteau / Included

• Solo Trip / $35,000
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Fast and Furious
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• Unleash Your Inner James Bond

BDL : FAST & FURIOUS

Goal

Objectives
• Get Certified to Drive Rally Car

• Get Licensed to Conceal Carry

• Train for Real Life Combat

• ISA Security “James Bond Style” 
Driving 

• Blow Stuff Up 
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This adventures is “geared” to help you release your inner James Bond. Drive fast, shoot straight 
and ask questions later. Nestled in the heartland of central Florida lies over 420 acres pristine race 
track for just about every driving style which is considered the most unique motorsports park in 
North America. Adding to the tracks uniqueness is the ISA (Internal Security Academy) which 
delivers mission-critical training scenarios across more than 20 miles of multi-surface track, trail 
and road courses. 

The ISA trains vehicle dynamic skills for mission readiness across varying terrain capitalizing on 
rally driving techniques used by professional rally drivers. Rally driving occurs at high-speeds, 
across varying surfaces, around obstacles, and is timed. ISA’s campus is the only of its kind to offer 
European-style stages; with unlimited course configurations, we can stage just about any mission 
scenario. From rally car to special ops, and now the BDL Adventure Club, The FIRM at Keystone 
Heights Airport provides the perfect venue for race teams and government agencies worldwide to 
master their skills and perfect their technique. 

ISA provides tactical firearms training to prepare units for mission critical scenarios. ISA has six 
firearm ranges which can be accessed from our road course and rally stages to allow engaging 360-
degree targets from vehicle platforms. ISA instructors are highly trained in advanced firearm 
instruction using multiple weapon systems, close quarters combat (CQC) and crew-served 
weapons systems. ISA tactical training provides complex training iterations to prepare teams for 
mission training objectives. All BDL Adventure Club members will not only receive their very own 
personalized firearm which they get to keep but will also be certified to conceal carry in the state of 
Florida (those that qualify). 

Whats Included

From the second you arrive in Florida everything is taken care of from your transportation and lodging to your 5 
star dining, training equipment, and certifications. 

Each Adventurer Will Receive:

- Custom BDL Firearm & Racing Accessories with Welcome Package

- Experience Video Package of the Experience Shot by Professionals along with a GoProMax

- Certification in Rally Car / ISA / Concealed Carry (those who qualify)

- Personal Consultation with Dr. Rusilko and Surprise Speaker (TBA)

- Two Enlightenment Experience for those Who Qualify 

Fast & Furious: TBD
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POSS
IBILI
TIES
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Dates

BALLS DEEP LIVING : FAST & FURIOUS 
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• Summer 2022

• Junior Member / $40,000

• Full Member & Cousteau / Included

• Add on Guest $15,000

• Solo Trip / $35,000

Cost

• 5 spots

Spots

Dates
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Would You Like to Play a Game?
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This Field Trip will challenge your dedication to Balls Deep Living!  

Whats Included

Everything that Needs to Be

For reference watch the movie “The Game” starring Micheal Douglas for an idea...

Would You Like to Play a Game?
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Life’s Too Short 
Not to 
Come


